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A Business Critical Solution
Rapidly open new branches or temporary sites on time 
with secure WAN connectivity available from day one, with 
Daisy’s Mobile WAN solution.

The Challenge
How can you provide fast, reliable, quick and easy to 
implement communications for your new or temporary 
office sites?

Installation of fixed line communications such as ADSL 
and Fibre to the Cabinet (FTTC) requires a minimum of 15 
working days, and typically much longer. For green field 
sites this problem is exacerbated as they often don’t have 
postcodes and network providers are often unwilling to 
accept orders without one. Equally it may be necessary 
to obtain a wayleave to install cabling to the site and 
potentially incur dig costs to lay new fibre. All of which 
adds to the lead time and can extend it out to as much as 
3-6mths whilst significantly increasing the cost.

Fixed line circuits require a minimum 12 month contract 
commitment, but your requirement may be for just a few 
weeks or months! To compound this problem further, a 
building site or temporary office may not be static and may 
require moving, incurring more cost and delay.

3G (or 4G) connectivity alone isn’t a credible alternative; bandwidth 
doesn’t solve all problems and throughput can vary based on time 
of day, and distance from masts. Over 3G connections latency and 
packet-loss are the key factors adversely affecting application 
performance. All TCP and UDP based applications will cease to 
work if latency is too high and many services such as voice and Thin 
Clients will stop working at relatively low levels.

The Solution
Daisy have created a ‘Mobile WAN’ solution that overcomes most 
of the challenges associated with setting up temporary location 
communications.

The solution incorporates an optimised 3G connection that provides 
significantly higher throughput, mitigates the affects of latency, 
packet loss, and out of sequence packets whilst reducing the overall 
traffic that is transmitted across either a secure virtual private 
network connection over the internet or via a company’s own Access 
Point Name. It turns a 3G/4G connection into viable solution using 
advanced traffic management that is capable of supporting a small 
site office.

“Improve your time-to-market when opening new 
or temporary sites and get your team productive 
from day one.”
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Service Description
The solution is quite simply ‘office connectivity in a box’ 
comprising a 3G Wi-Fi router plus a small form factor WAN 
optimisation server.

The appliance is a pre-configured package that includes all 
the necessary equipment for the site’s requirements, only 
needing someone onsite to unpack and plug it into a  
power socket.

Remote or onsite engineering resource is available to make 
the service live and then provide full management support, 
monitoring and performance reporting.

In the event of hardware failure we can provide ‘hot swap’ 
units to site under pre-agreed SLAs.

How does the service work?
A virtual appliance in the customer’s data centre 
communicates with the portable units, utilising three 
technologies that work in real-time to correct problems 
undermining effective throughput:

Network Acceleration: TCP and other protocol acceleration 
techniques minimise the effects of latency on application 
performance and significantly improve application response 
time across the WAN.

Network Integrity: Adaptive Forward Error Correction 
(FEC) mitigates packet loss by reducing the need for 
retransmissions when routers are oversubscribed. 
Packet Order Correction (POC) is a real-time solution for 
overcoming out-of-order packet delivery across the WAN, 
plus a variety of Quality of Service (QoS) and traffic  
shaping techniques.

Network Memory™: Each appliance inspects WAN traffic 
at the byte level and stores copies of content in high-
capacity disk drives. Advanced finger-printing techniques 
recognise repetitive patterns for local delivery so data is 
only sent across the WAN once.

How You Benefit

Features
• Turns a 3G/4G connection into a secure VPN with 

advanced traffic management capable of supporting up to 
10 users

• Small footprint ‘plug and play’ portable appliance – one 
button on/off

• Suitable for multi user access; Office, file and print, thin 
client and real time applications such as voice

• Wi-Fi built in to ease set up, avoid cable clutter, and 
support a variety of devices

• Multiple SSID’s to segregate secure access for your staff, 
whilst enabling guest access for sub-contractors if 
required

• Secure – AES encryption to protect data cached locally, 
and IPSec encryption for data in transit

• Traffic transmission reduced by an average of 73% with 
peaks of 94% – creating an effective 5x increase in 
capacity whilst reducing data consumption and costs

Benefits
• Portable units can be deployed as soon as you have power 

available to the site
• No upfront capital outlay; monthly rental on a pre-agreed 

contract period
• Fully managed with network health reporting, fault 

logging and application performance monitoring
• Field maintenance support, and ‘hot swap’ replacement 

service
• Also provides you with an emergency DR solution when 

fixed line circuits are lost
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To find out more about Daisy consultancy services 
speak to one of our specialists today:

  0800 040 88 88       

  sales@daisygroup.com


